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Novelties of PSI 2020

Solution against plastic waste
Recycle Bags recycles about three to seven used PET bottles
for each of its new bags: Independent research shows that
RPET bags have the lowest environmental impact. Recycle
Bags supplies corresponding bags which have a long service
life, are sturdy, handy and intended for everyday use. An ideal
alternative to disposable plastic bags and the newest product
in the range is the RPET Fresh Bag, a fruit and vegetable bag
made entirely of recycled PET material which allows foodstuffs
from the vegetable department, bakery and supermarket to
breathe.
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Pad for all situations
The assortment of IMTC Manufacturing & Trade GmbH
now includes the AXOSelf pad. It adheres to almost any
surface, without glue. If, for example, the suction force
decreases due to the effects of dust, the back can be
wiped off with a damp cloth and thus reused countless
times. The pad can be used for a wide variety of applications: As a mousepad, writing pad, footrest or placemat.
Axopad® is Made in Germany, phthalate-free, PAH-free
and REACH compliant.
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CEOs since 2017: Michael Gleich and Edeltraud Syllwasschy.

”A keen sense of figures
and good judgement.”
Edeltraud Syllwasschy, who is responsible for human
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pany. My keen sense of figures is helpful and I make sure
we know where we are each month. This is an important
stabilising factor for me.” She only needs a tax consultant
for the tax return as she prepares the internal financial
statements with her own department.
Among the new products of the Düsseldorf-based start-up
Dankebox is a new box with German beekeeper honey and a
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